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THE ABOVE PHOTO OF CHINESE CHILDREN EATING MATZAH APPEARS
in “The Diaspora and The Lost Tribes of Israel”, by Amotz Asa-El. The
incredibly beautiful work explores both the migration known as the
Jewish Diaspora and the story of Israel’s Lost Tribes.

Reflections on Passover

NEWS EDITOR
ANITA SURMAN

The ultimate significance of
the Passover Festival is its embodiment as the Jewish Festival of
Freedom.
Jews may justifiably
date their history from the
sojourn in Egypt, as slaves under
the Pharoahs, which marks the
beginning of their consciousness
of themselves as a People. And it
is the story of their escape from
this slavery which has given them
strength in their struggle to preserve their faith and dignity in the
centuries in which they endured
the bitter fury of medieval mobs,
spurred on by theologians who saw
Jews as deicides, worthy objects of
persecution, and condemned by
their rejection of the Christian saviour to torture and death.
We Jews have not escaped
the traumatic experiences of our
past. The agonizing deaths of those

who perished in the auto-da-fe’s
of Spain, in the pogroms of
Russia and in the ultimate horror
of the gas chambers and crematoria of Auschwitz have left their
mark on us, deeper than we
know. It should have, and we
believe it has, made us a more
compassionate people than we
might otherwise have been, has
given us a deeper understanding
of the burdens of persecution
and deprivation and poverty
borne by so many people in the
world.
And so as we sit at our
Passover tables, we can only
hope that our celebration of
Pesach brings us closer to the
day when every man will live at
peace with his neighbour and
when human liberty becomes
man’s paramount concern,
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THE WORLD IN REVIEW
NEWS OF THE RECENT PAST IS REVIEWED
By NOAH FREEDMAN
“Get” Gangs
Face Prison Time
Brooklyn
siblings
Avrohom
and
Moshe
Goldstein
face
lengthy
prison terms for their
involvement with a violent
ring of rabbis who threatened husbands refusing to
grant their wives a religious
divorce.
The two were arrested last fall, along with their
father and two Orthodox
rabbis for hiring themselves
out to women who wanted

their husbands to be
“coerced” into granting
them a “get.” The unhappy
wives paid tens of thousands of dollars to the ring
to abduct and beat their
husbands into submission.
The Goldsteins were
arrested last October in a
sting operation where two
FBI agents posed as an
Orthodox Jewish wife and
her brother. For a mere
$60,000, $10,000 of which
was to be paid up front, the
men offered to beat her husband.

COMMUNAL LEADERS JOE AND WOLF
Lebovic received honourary degrees from
Ye s h i v a
University
at
its
Toronto
Convocation
h e l d re c e n t l y i n T o ro n t o .
“The highest award that a university can
bestow is an honorary degree,” said YU
President Richard M. Joel. “It is so fitting
that both Joe and Wolf Lebovic, considering
their remarkable journey and incredible generosity, should receive this award as role
models to the precious students of Yeshiva
University.”

Sentencing is scheduled for June 20th, with the
brothers facing the possibility of 20 years in prison and
a $250,000 fine.
Seven other men,
including
father
Jay
Goldstein,
and
rabbis
Mendel Epstein and Martin
Womack, still face criminal
charges of extortion.

Christian Verses
Ordered Removed
For some the messages are protected by religious freedom. For Mikey
Weinstein, director of the
Military Religious Freedom
Foundation, and for at least
33 Christian cadets, the

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
for a Joyous Passover Celebration.
May your celebration be a joyous occasion.
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CHURCH IS AGAIN ON WARPATH
By MOSHE PHILLIPS AND BENJAMIN KORN
(Mr. Phillips and Mr. Korn are president and chairman, respectively, of the Religious Zionists of America Philadelphia Chapter / PhilaReligiousZionists@gmail.com)
The
Presbyterian
Church USA is once again
on the warpath against
Israel: a new church publication asserts that "Zionism
is a false theology." It's troubling that a respected,
mainstream
American
church would launch such
a theological assault on
Jewish beliefs. But in the
realm of relations between
Christians and the Jewish
State, there's good news,
too.
The
Presbyterian
publication is a 74-page
diatribe against Israel titled
"Zionism Unsettled." It
regurgitates all the tired old
accusations about Israeli
oppression, expansion, and
apartheid.
Technically,
"Zionism Unsettled" is the
"report" of a "study mission"
of Presbyterians who visited
Israel and the territories.

Study mission or no, the
fact is that the Presbyterian
Church USA published
"Zionism Unsettled" with
the church's imprimatur
and offers it for sale on the
church's official web site.
It's probably no
coincidence that "Zionism
Unsettled" is circulating
just
as
Presbyterian
activists are getting ready to
promote anti-Israel boycott
activity. Two years ago, a
resolution to divest from
companies that do business
with Israel was defeated by
just two votes at the
Presbyterian
Church's
General
Assembly.
Supporters of divestment
are planning to bring it up
again at this years assembly, in Detroit.
But friends of Israel
should not lose heart, be-

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
for a Joyous Passover Celebration.
May your celebration be a joyous occasion.
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the Jewish Community
of Metropolitan Toronto and Area
On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
May your Festival of Freedom celebration be a joyous one
for family and friends.

JEWISH FLAVOUR BEHIND REVIVAL OF PIPPIN
By MIKE COHEN
One of the true success stories on Broadway
these days is the revival of
Pippin at the Music Box
Theatre (239 West 45th
Street). It captured
four
Tony Awards
last year,
including Best Revival of a
Musical, Best Actress in a
Musical (Patina Miller) and
Best Direction of a Musical
(Diane Paulus).
There is a significant
Jewish flavor behind this
show. Music and lyrics are
from
composer Stephen
Schwartz, of Wicked fame.
Barry and Fran Weissler are
the lead producers, joined
by the likes of Howard and
Janet Kagan, Lisa Matlin,
Allen Spivak, Rebecca Gold,
Joshua Goodman, Bryan
and Margie Weingarten,
Philip Hagemann, Murray
L e r n e r, B e n F e l d m a n ,

Wendy
Federman
and
Michael Rubenstein.
This is an extraordinary production which theatre-goers will no doubt
want to see on more than
one occasion. It revolves
around a travelling troupe
of Players putting on a show
about
the
son
of
Charlemagne, Pippin, and
the perils of his pursuit of
happiness. He wages war,
plots revolutions and tries
out domestic life before
finally being led toward an
“extraordinary”
ending
crafted by the demonic
Leading Player played by
rising female Broadway star
Patina Miller But the gender of the Leading Player
isn’t the only thing flipped
around in this revival by
Paulus. Now the Players are
a circus troupe.

We Join in Extending
Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto
and Area
On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
May your Festival of
Freedom celebration be a
joyous one for
family and friends.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
for a Joyous Passover Celebration
for family and friends.
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of Pippin, Barry and
Fran Weissler
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
for a Joyous Passover Celebration.
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HISTORIANS ACCUSED TO COVERING UP ANTISEMITIC REMARKS BY ROOSEVELT AND TRUMAN
FROM THE JEWISH TIMES
Several prominent
historians have withheld
documents
that
reveal
unflattering remarks about
Jews made by presidents
Franklin D. Roosevelt and
Harry Truman, according to
new research.
The
revelations
appear
in
an
essay,
“Antisemitism in the White
House,” by Dr. Rafael
Medoff, which will appear

later this year in the 2014
volume of Antisemitism in
America, a multidisciplinary
series of books published by
Academic Studies Press and
edited by Prof. Eunice G.
Pollack. (To view the essay,
please visit
www.
WymanInstitute.org)
Dr.
Medoff is founding director
of The David S. Wyman
Institute for Holocaust

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the Jewish Community
of Metropolitan Toronto and Area
On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
May your Festival of Freedom celebration be a joyous one
for family and friends.
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HELPFUL HINTS FOR THE JEWISH TRAVELLER

Best Wishes for a
Happy and Healthy PASSOVER

By MIKE COHEN
BUFFALO,
NEW
YORK: My family and I
recently spent some time in
Buffalo, New York to visit
friends. Buffalo (www.visitbuffaloniagara.com) is the
commercial, political and
entertainment hub of an
eight-county region of western New York State consisting of nearly 1.6 million
people.
WHAT TO DO: We
saw a movie at the Regal
Transit Center Stadium 18
& IMAX at 6707 Transit
Road in Williamsville, a
mere 10 minutes from our
hotel. I always enjoy seeing
a movie at the Regal chain
(www.regmovies.com). As
the name of the complex
says, this is stadium seating. There is a large parking
lot and very friendly staff.
WHERE TO STAY:
In terms of accommodations, we were very fortunate to come acr oss the

brand
new
Staybridge
Suites Buffalo Amherst, at
1290 Sweet Home Road,
adjacent to the University at
Buffalo–SUNY North Campus.
Resting on the eastern
shore of Lake Erie, the suburb of Amherst provides
great access to entertainment, restaurants and
attractions. Buffalo Niagara
International Airport (BUF)
is eight miles away.
It
turned out to be an excellent location. Having only
opened on November 11,
2013, general manager
Shannon Ruth, assistant
GM Sarah Esposito and
their team really provide a
welcoming atmosphere.
This is an extended
stay pet friendly hotel,
which offers studios, one
bedroom and two bedroom/
two bathroom suites, as
well as an indoor saltwater
pool, a fitness room, an in-

MARK ADLER, MP YORK-CENTRE, ACCOMPANIED
Prime Minister Harper on his recent visit to
Israel. Pictured above Mr. Adler is seen with
families of fallen Israeli soldiers at the headquarters of IDFWO(Widows and Orphans).
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BRINGING YOUNG TALENT TO ISRAEL
By DARRYL EGNAL
Israel has long been
a country that shares its
brainpower. While many of
its sharp minds end up living and working on foreign
soil, there are as many
who move to Israel bringing their own intellect and
education into the country.
A new partnership
between three educational
organizations is adding to
the Israeli brain gain
through a program that is
engineering engineers in
Israel – both native Israelis
and Jewish youth from the
Diaspora.
Naale
Elite
Academy, World ORT’s
Anières Elite Academy and
the
Technion,
Israel
Institute of Technology in
Haifa, have joined forces to
launch a science and technology scholarship program

for international and Israeli
students. The program for
Israeli students will be
seven years (starting in
10th grade) while the foreign students will complete
a pre-program year (9th
grade) to acclimatize and
learn Hebrew. The program
continues until their university level engineering
studies have been completed.
Known
as
the
Anières Elite Academy program, it addresses the need
for a long-term approach to
help teenagers achieve an
advanced academic degree
in engineering. During the
first stage of the program,
students will live and study
at the WIZO Nahalal Youth
Village in northern Israel,
the
foreign
students
through Naale. Once they’ve

We Extend Best Wishes for Passover to
Our Jewish Friends throughout
Metropolitan Toronto, North York,
York Region and Halton-Peel
May your celebration be a joyous one for
your friends and loved ones.

GLOBAL EGG CORPORATION/
EGGSOLUTIONS
Liquid/Frozen Pasteurized Egg Products-ESL
Liquid Egg/Pre-cooked Egg Patties & Omelets
www.globalegg.com
www.eggsolutions.com

283 Horner
Etobicoke
416 231-2309
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PRESBYTERIANS AND ISRAEL
cause there's good news,
too:
the
Presbyterian
Church USA is one of the
smallest of the major
Protestant denominations,
and it's shrinking. At last
count, they had less than
two million members. By
2016, they are expected to
be down to 1.5-million.
Compare that to the
number
of
Evangelical
Christians in America:
about 100 million. The
evangelicals are, by and
large, fervently pro-Israel.
Sure, we Jews have
our theological differences
with conservative Christian
evangelicals. We also have
our theological differences
with liberal Christians such
as the Presbyterians. And,
we have pretty much the

same differences with every
Christian denomination in
the world. But when it
comes to the need to provide political and financial
support to Israel, Jews have
a great deal in common with
the evangelicals and not
very much in common with
a large portion of the
Presbyterians. So let's recognize who Israel's true
Christian friends are.
The other important
point to remember is that
the phenomenon of some
Presbyterians
turning
against Israel is not some
new trend. It's been a fact
for many years. Here in
Philadelphia, we have had
plenty of bitter experience
with this pr oblem. Most

We Extend Best Wishes for Passover to
Our Jewish Friends throughout
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
May your celebration be a joyous one for
all your loved ones.
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We Extend Best Wishes for Passover to
Our Jewish Friends and Customers
throughout
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
May your celebration be a joyous occasion
for family and friends.
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PRESBYTERIANS AND ISRAEL
infamously, several dozen
local Presbyterian leaders seventeen of them clergymen - undertook a "study
mission" of their own to
Israel and the territories.
When they came back home
ten days later, they issued a
declaration accusing Israel
of "repression" and alleging
"parallels between the early
stages of what [Jews] suffered in Germany, and what
their country is now doing
to their Palestinian cousins
in the Occupied Territories."
And these newlycrowned Mideast experts
were not content to just privately seethe with indignation. No, they were determined to influence policy as
well: they announced that
they had already sent letters to the White House,
urging "a more even-handed
U.S. policy towards Israel
and the Palestinian people,"
and were planning to contact their congressmen, too.
Now here's the kicker. Do you know when that
Presbyterian 'study mission'
took place? In 1989. Twenty-

five years ago. When
Palestinian leaders weren't
even pretending to recognize Israel. When they openly declared their goal was to
destroy the Jewish State.
When they unabashedly
praised every Arab terrorist
attack against Jews.
In other words, the
real problem for these
Presbyterians was not some
Israeli policies, or the construction of Israeli settlements, or the absence of a
Palestinian state. The real
problem, then as now, was
their
conviction
that
Zionism itself - the very
existence of Israel - is, as
they put it, "a false theology."
So don't lose heart.
An extremist minority of
Christians in America,
including a portion of the
small
Presbyterian
Church USA, has always
hated Israel, and probably always will. There are
at least one hundred million
other
American
Christians who feel very
differently.

•
BROADWAY BEAT
Schwartz has contributed music and/or lyrics
to G o d s p e l l , T h e M a g i c

Show,The Baker’s Wife,
Working (which he also
adapted and directed) ,
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Rags, Children of Eden, My
Fairytale, and the current
Broadway hit, Wicked. He
collaborated with Leonard
Bernstein on the English
texts for Bernstein’s Mass
"
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and wrote the title song for
the
play
and
movie
Butterflies are Free. For
children, he has written
songs for two musicals,
Captain Louie and My Son
Pinocchio.
A book about
his
career,
“Defying
Gravity,” has recently been
released
by
Applause
Books. Under the auspices
of the ASCAP Foundation,
he runs musical theatre
workshops in New York and
Los Angeles, and is currently the President of the
Dramatists’ Guild. He has
won three Academy Awards,
four Grammy Awards, four
Drama Desk Awards, and a
tiny handful of tennis trophies.
The Weisslers are
recipients of six Tony
Awards:
Othello,
their
Broadway debut, starring
James Earl Jones and
Christopher
Plummer;
Fiddler on the Roof with
Topol;
Gypsy with Tyne
Daly; Annie Get Your Gun
with Bernadette Peters and
Reba McEntire; the 2010
revival of La Cage Aux Folles
starring Kelsey Grammer
and Douglas Hodge; and
the worldwide hit, Chicago,
which also won the Olivier
Award for its London production. Chicago is the
longest running musical
revival on both Broadway
and the West End. The
show’s global success has
reached over 23 countries
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BROADWAY BEAT
and been translated into 11
languages. Other notable
credits include Cabaret with
Joel Grey; Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof with Kathleen Turner;
Zorba with Anthony Quinn;
My One & Only with Tommy
Tune; Falsetto; My Fair
Lady
with
Richard
Chamberlin; Grease with
Rosie O’Donnell and Megan
Mullally; Wonderful Town;
Sweet
Charity
with

We Extend Best Wishes for Passover
May your celebration be a joyous one
for family and friends.

We Take Pleasure in Extending Greetings and
Best Wishes to Our Jewish Friends
On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
May your holiday be a joyous occasion.

Christina Applegate; and
Kander and Ebb’s The
Scottsboro Boys.
Emmy and Golden
Globe Award nominee Annie
Potts ("Designing Women,"
“God of Carnage”) assumed
the role of "Berthe" in the
production which began on
January 21, 2014 We got a
first look at her in the show
and what a wonderful production it is.

•
WITHHOLDING EVIDENCE
Studies, in Washington,
D.C.
Medoff’s essay also
reveals that the Roosevelt
House
Public
Policy
Institute, at Hunter College
in New York City, has
acknowledged that it erred
in publicly portraying FDR’s
mother as a champion of
Jewish refugees. The institute has removed an article
about Mrs. Roosevelt from
its web site and pledged to
correct it.
Dr. Medoff’s essay
concludes: “Unfortunately,
some historians have chosen to withhold documents,
or portions of documents,
that reflect unfavorably on
FDR’s
views
[about
Jews]...Such actions in
effect amount to censorship
of portions of the historical

record, contravene accepted
standards
of
scholarly
research, and have impeded
the public’s understanding
of the Roosevelt administration’s response to the
Holocaust.”
Some of the examples cited in “Antisemitism
in the White House”:
- Professors Richard
Breitman
and
Allan
Lichtman, authors of FDR
and the Jews (2013) withheld a portion of a 1938
memo in which President
Roosevelt alleged that Jews
were dominating the Polish
economy; in the memo, FDR
also claimed the Jews’
behavior was the cause of
antisemitism in Poland.
Breitman and Lichtman had
the memo in their possession: they quoted from a
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part of it concerning a different subject, but omitted
the part about Polish Jews.
Prof.
Arthur
Schlesinger (1917- 2007),
the acclaimed historian of
the New Deal, obtained a
document in which FDR
privately boasted to a colleague: “We know we have
no Jewish blood in our
veins.” Schlesinger obtained
the document in 1959, yet
he never mentioned it in

the numerous articles and
books he wrote about
President Roosevelt in the
years to follow. In fact, in a
1996 essay, Schlesinger
specifically denied that FDR
harbored antisemitic feelings.
Professors
Breitman and Lichtman
acknowledged in FDR and
the Jews that Roosevelt
made antisemitic remarks
in meetings with Soviet

Foreign Minister Molotov in
1942, and with Soviet
leader Josef Stalin at Yalta
in 1945. But Breitman and
Lichtman claimed that in
both instances, FDR was
merely “using antisemitism
as an ice-breaker,” to facilitate discussions with the
Soviets - not because he
actually shared those sentiments. Dr. Medoff’s essay
reveals that Roosevelt actually made his remarks to

Molotov near the very end of
a long evening of discussions; and he made his
remark to Stalin on the
next-to-last day of their
week-long
conference.
Hence
none
of
those
remarks could have been
“ice-breakers”, a fact which
must have been known to
Breitman and Lichtman.
Historian John
Morton Blum (1921-2011)
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes on the Occasion of PASSOVER
to Our Jewish Friends and Customers
May your celebration be a joyous occasion for all of your loved ones.
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WITHHOLDING EVIDENCE
revealed in a private interview that he discovered a
statement by Harry Truman
in 1945, in which the president used the term “Jew
boys” to disparage Treasury
Secretary
Henry
Morgenthau, Jr. and adviser
Bernard Baruch. Blum
withheld the statement from
publication.
- William Hillman,
the first editor of Harry
Truman’s papers, obtained

•
TRAVEL TALES
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a 1945 memo in which
Truman lambasted Jews for
believing that God “picked
‘em out for special privilege.”
But when Hillman’s volume
was published in 1953, that
passage was altered to read
simply: “...I never thought
God picked any favorites. It
is my studied opinion that
any race, creed or color can
be God’s favorites if they act
the part - and very few of
‘em do that."

season BBQ Pavillion with
grills and complimentary
guest laundry. You also get
a full hot breakfast each
morning,
along
with
evening social receptions
Tuesday
through
Thursdays. We chose the
two bedroom option and for
three of us it offered the
kind of personal space one
is not normally accustomed
to during a family stay in a
hotel. With a king size bed
(and one amazingly comfortable reading chair) in
the master bedroom, two
double beds in the other
and a pullout couch in the
living room two families
could comfortably
share
the premises. We also
appreciated the 24 hour
free coffee, tea, hot chocolate, milk, juices and soft
drinks, the “Great Room”
where you can hang out
with business associates
and the “Den,” filled with
books, games and lots of
comfy little nooks.
Each hotel room is
furnished with a 42 inch
flat screen HD TV, DVD
players, IPod docking stations, alarm clocks and fully
equipped kitchens, complete with pots, pans and
utensils.
There is good
workspace and wir eless
internet. This property even
has additional storage units
available on each floor.
This is the eighth
property opened by Ellicott
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next couple of years they
plan many more. You can
see
the
others
at
http://www.ellicottdevelopment.com/portfolio/hotels.
They range from luxury
boutique to other extended
stay locales. Readers can
call 1 877 660 8550 for
reservations or do so online
at www.staybridgesuites.
com/amherstny.
JEWISH COMMUNITY:
According to Ellen
Goldstein of the Jewish
Federation
of
Greater
Buffalo, their newest and
just completed demographic
study indicates that there
are 12,500 Jews in Western
New York.
Erie County,
Amherst, East Amherst and
Williamsville are suburbs
with large Jewish populations.
The first Jew to
arrive in the Buffalo area
was during the war of 1812,
when Captain Mordechai
Myers was assigned to the
region. In 1825 the politician
and
playwright
Mordechai Manuel Noah
bought Grand Island (just
north of Buffalo) and established it as “Ararat,” a
refuge for the Jewish peo-

ple. It did not attract many
residents and the idea was
soon abandoned.
The first Jew to settle in the city of Buffalo was
L. H. Flersheim, who had
immigrated from Frankfurtam-Main, Germany, and
arrived in 1835. The town’s
first retail clothing store
was opened in the 1840’s by
a nephew of Mordechai
Noah. The city’s first synagogue, Congregation Beth
El, was established by
Polish and German Jews in
1847. It was the first synagogue established between
New York and Chicago.
Differences led the German
Jews to form their own congregation, Beth Zion, in
1850. Beth Zion is still in
existence as a reform congregation; Temple Beth El
was in existence as a conservative synagogue until
2008, when it merged with
another conservative congregation to form Temple
Beth Tzedek.
Mike Cohen’s email
address is info@mikecohen.ca. Follow his travels a t
www.sandboxworld.
com/travel and on Twitter
@mikecohencsl.
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Hopes you
have a safe
and happy
Passover!
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JOHN POULET
CHEQUE WRITER SERVICE
• CHEQUE PROTECTORS & SIGNERS
• SECURE CHEQUE WRITING SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
• HP & LEXMARK MICR LASER PRINTERS
• PRESSURE SEAL MAILING SOLUTIONS
• ENCODERS / ENDORSERS / CURRENCY COUNTERS
• CHEQUE IMAGE ARCHIVE SYSTEMS
• REMITTANCE PROCESSING SOLUTIONS
• TIME CLOCK SYSTEMS - REGULATION COMPLIANT
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THE SEVENTH EDITION
of
Jewish
Major
Leaguer Baseball Cards
- a 50-card set largely
focused on events in
baseball
involving
Jewish players over the
last four years, was
released on March 15.
The new 50-card set
has updated team information for the likes of
active players Youkilis
(now in Japan), Ian
Kinsler, Danny Valencia,
Scott Feldman, Sam
Fuld, Jason Marquis,
Ryan Braun, Ike Davis,
Ryan Lavarnway, Kevin
Pillar, Ryan Kalish, Josh
Zeid, Josh Satin, and
Nate Freiman; Jewish
managers (Lipman Pike,
Lou Boudreau, Lefty
Phillips
and
Norm
Sherry join new Detroit
Tigers manager Brad
Ausmus in this small
club). Readers can g o
to www.Jewish
m a j o r leaguers.org to
order what has become
an ideal bar-mitzvah,
Chanukah and birthday
gift.
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We Take Pleasure
in Extending
Passover Greetings
to Our
Jewish Friends
and Customers
May your
celebration be a
joyous one.

T
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BRAIN GAIN
completed high school, they
will study at the Technion,
Israel
Institute
of
Technology in Haifa.
“The idea for the
program came about over a
year ago when a Moroccanborn
American
donor
reached out to World ORT to
start an engineering program in Israel,” says Ira
Lotman, the Anières Elite
Academy project manager.
“World
ORT
approached Naale Elite
Academy, a well-established
program that enables young
Jews from the Diaspora to
complete high school in
Israel, for assistance in
planning and preparing the
program, recruiting students and managing their
education for the first four
years. We then went to the
Technion to provide enrichment programs in science
and technology to assist the
students in preparing for
their future studies at the
Technion, which would
include university courses
for credit while still at
school,” she says.
The
selection
process for the Anières program is extremely stringent
and the academic and intellectual level of the students
is very high. This ensures

that these students will be
the best of the best.
Alexander Cherkov
is one of the first students
on the pilot program. The
15-year-old from Moscow
doesn’t know what course
he wants to follow at the
moment, but his love of
Physics ensures it will be
part of the plan.
“My father says that
Math and technical subjects
improve your brain and if
you have a good Math education, you can do whatever
you want. So I think this
program offers me knowledge and intelligence. I
don’t know now what I am
going to do it the future; I
think I will understand that
later, but here, I have a
great opportunity. And I
have a choice. That’s why I
came here.”
Developing highly
skilled individuals will have
a significant impact on the
Israeli economy, higher
education, research and the
society in general. By engineering engineers in Israel,
the Anières Elite Academy
partnership will play its
part in strengthening a
nation that is well-known
for its foresight and success
in science and technology.
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BRAIN GAIN

!

Please contact Ofer
Dahan, director of Naale
Elite Academy, Western
World Region, tel: +972 52
430
0056,
email:
ofer@naale.org.il or visit the

Naale website: www.eliteacademy.org, for further
information on the Anières
Elite Academy program or
Naale Elite Academy (only
the high school program).

•
WORLD IN REVIEW
posting of Christian versus
on a door smacked of an
attempt at evangelical dominance. The message on the
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door read: “I have been crucified with Christ therefore I
no longer live, but Christ
lives in me”. (See page 19)
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Weinstein maintains
that allowing the message is
tantamount to an endorsement of Christianity and a
clear violation of the separation of church and state. “If
they’re inside the room,
that’s one thing”, Weinstein
stated.
The messages were
ordered removed by school
officials but new ones continue to appear. Weinstein
intends to continue his fight
against an environment he
describes as “so incredibly
hostile and toxic.”
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Abandoning Bitcoin For Now
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For nine months,
Baltimore’s Congregation
Tiferes Yisroel has been
accepting the digital currency Bitcoin for dues, donations and other payments.
Over the nine month period
the synagogue has collected
nearly two bitcoins, which
converts to about $1200.
But following the
collapse of MtGox, amid
reports of a seven figure
loss, Tiferes Yisrael, which
did not lose money in the
collapse, has temporarily
stopped accepting bitcoin.
“They are just having a hard
time accepting a new technology and are affected by
the way the media is
responding to this,” said
congregation
member
Tzadik Vanderhoof, a software engineer, who convinced a hesitant board to
begin accepting the crypto
currency.
Vanderhoof,
who
believed that accepting bitcoin was a way for the synagogue to keep up with the
latest technological developments, has not given up.
After creating the congregation’s website in 2004, he
convinced a reluctant Board
to accept PayPal, which
today brings in around 35%
of the shul’s donations.
Vanderhoof hopes that the
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We Extend Best Wishes On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
to the Jewish Communities of
METROPOLITAN TORONTO, NORTH YORK,
YORK REGION AND HALTON-PEEL.
May your Festival of Freedom celebration be
blessed with joy and happiness.

WORLD IN REVIEW
new board elections in
September will result in a
more favourable environment for Bitcoin supporters.
He maintains that online
donating through PayPal
and Bitcoin can be far more
successful than traditional
methods like making out a
cheque. “If someone’s asking me to donate, you need
to make it as easy as possible. If I can’t do it right now
on impulse, then I probably
won’t do it at all”.
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Jay Leno
Like Israel
Jay Leno’s recent
induction into the TV
Hall of Fame was preceded by a spirited and
somewhat controversial
introduction from Bill
Maher, who compared the
for mer “Tonight Show”
host to a “small Middle
Eastern country some of
you may have heard of”.
“Jay reminds me a
little of Israel,” Maher
said of Leno. “He isn’t
perfect, but he’s held to a
standard I don’t think
anybody in the world is
expected to live up to but
him.”

The New Jewish
Bachelorette
We are not sure
how many readers watch
The
Bachelor
reality
show. Pr obably not too
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many. But those who do
may recall the rather
attractive Andi Dorfman,
the
26-year -old
from
Atlanta.
Dor fman, an
Assistant
District
Attorney, actually eliminated
herself
after
Bachelor
Juan
Pablo
asked her “nothing about
myself”.
Pablo didn’t
even care enough about
her to ask about her religion.
Dorfman’s decision
went over very well with
father Hy, who expressed
his doubts about Pablo on
air and online.
Dor fman
clearly
impressed the show’s producers.
She has been
chosen to be the next
Bachelorette on its 10th
season.
Great news says
Hy. He’s sure his daughter will now finally find
the love of her lif

Norway’s Nurses
Seek Brit Milah Ban
The
Norwegian
Nurses Organization has
urged the government to
ban non medical circumcision
of
boys
under 1 5 .
Director
Astrid
Grydeland
Ersvik argued that only
when a boy has reached
that level of maturity can
“he himself decide” on a
circumcision.
Ersvik
claimed that although
“Jews are a small group
in Norway, they have
been allowed to influence

the debate on this issue”.
And in a rather odious
comparison she drew
parallels between ritual
circumcision and female
genital mutilation.
While
Norway’s
health minister Bent Hole
is drafting new regulations which would compel
all circumcisions to take
place in a hospital, he
indicated has no plans to
outlaw the practice.
Still the pressure
continues to mount. In
October of last year,
Council of Europe assembly members passed a
resolution against nonmedical circumcision of
boys, calling it “a violation of the physical
integrity of children”.
Government advisors in
Denmark,
Sweden,
Finland and Iceland have
issued joint resolutions
calling for a ban on ritual
circumcision. And back
in Norway, Anne Lindboe,
the gover nment’s children’s
ombudsman,
argued that Jews and
Muslims would abstain
from circumcision if they
were educated about the
risks. She proposed that
they express their faiths
by performing a symbolic, non-surgical ritual
instead of circumcision.
Some 2000 ritual
circumcisions
are
performed
each
year
in
Norway, although apparently only five or ten of these
involve Jewish children.
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Sparkle
Window
Cleaning
Ltd.
2007 Lawrence Ave., West
416 246-9374
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We Extend Best Wishes On the Occasion of
PASSOVER
to the Jewish Communities of
METROPOLITAN TORONTO, NORTH YORK,
YORK REGION AND HALTON-PEEL.
It is always a privilege to serve you.

WORLD IN REVIEW
Madoff Claims
Jews Benefitted
From his prison cell
a “bored” Bernie Madoff
tells people he has “nothing
to live for”. But it’s not that
comment that has individual Jews and Jewish charities shaking their heads in
disbelief.
Madoff still
insists that “I’ve made more
money for Jewish people
and charities than I’ve lost”.
Apparently he’s forgotten
about the losses of Yeshiva
University, Hadassah, the
Jewish Community Centers
Association
of
North
America, the Elie Wiesel
Foundation for Humanity
and the Chais Family
Foundation.

Saying “No” To
A Boycott
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seats and $800 for VIPs. The
Israeli producer of the concert is Shuki Weiss who told
Israel media that “It’s the first
time in 35 years that I have
no words to describe the
enormity of the event.”
Meanwhile, former
President Jimmy Carter and
the rest of the Elders have
decided not to endorse an
embargo of Israeli goods but
have encouraged European
countries to label settlement origin products. so
buyers can decide for themselves whether to buy the
goods.
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The Rolling Stones
have joined a growing list of
entertainers
who
have
decided that Israel will be
part of their world tours.
Lady Gaga, Beyonce, Neil
Young and Miley Cyrus are
among those who will give
concerts in Israel this year.
The Rolling Stones
concert is not for Israel’s
poor.
Tickets will cost
around $175 for regular
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SCOTIABANK BAYCREST PRO-AM
RAISES MONEY FOR ALZHEIMER’S
RESEARCH, CARE AND EDUCATION

THE SCOTIABANK BAYCREST PRO-AM RECENTLY
announced the first round of NHL alumni to participate in the ninth annual tournament taking place
in Toronto from May 1 – 3, 2014. The announcement was made on the ice at Nathan Philips
Square by Garry Foster, Interim President,
Baycrest Foundation, during the Scotiabank
Baycrest Pro-Am official event launch. Beloved
Maple Leafs alumni Doug Gilmour, Darryl Sittler,
Darcy Tucker, Gary Roberts and Kevin Maguire
will join long-time tournament supporters Mark
Napier, Todd Warriner and Dennis Maruk in the
fight against Alzheimer’s. The NHL alumni
announced today will lace up their skates with
teams who have raised $25,000 or more for
Alzheimer’s research at Baycrest Health
Sciences.“We are thrilled with the roster of NHL
alumni confirmed for the tournament this year,”
said Foster “We are so thankful to have the opportunity to work with the dedicated and passionate
NHL alumni who join us in raising funds for this
debilitating disease while playing the sport we all
love.”The Scotiabank Baycrest Pro-Am will see
hundreds of participants live out their dreams of
playing with and against their childhood hockey
heroes. NHL alumni, special guests and tournament participants will see the weekend kick off
with the Gordie Howe & Friends Luncheon, followed by the highly-anticipated Draft Night where
teams will welcome their NHL alumni draft pick to
the team. The on-ice action will begin on May 2 and
teams will play against one another until May 3.
Mike Krushelnyski (NHL alumni), Rob Weir (Event
Specialist, Baycrest Foundation), Sam Roberts (Sam
Roberts Band), Kevin Maguire ((President, Toronto
Maple Leafs Alumni Association), Gillbert Dionne
(NHL alumni).
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